JC Legal is a dynamic corporate law firm in Hong Kong with associated practices in Malaysia, Europe and the United States. We
help businesses run smarter with customised and cost-effective legal solutions, specialising in corporate law, cross-border
investment, commercial litigation and intellectual property.
While maintaining strict rigour in the quality and delivery of our work, we think multi-steps ahead for our clients to transcend the
deal. In the fast-changing industry, we bring technology to our solutions for clients to access what they need faster, so we focus on
planning their strategy and growing their business with them. We are lovers of spices, whisky, post-work workouts and home
potlucks, looking to build a team who love to have fun together while learning from each other and doing the best work of their life.

We are seeking the right candidate for the following position:

Lawyer, Commercial
Main Duties and Responsibilities




Draft, review and negotiate B2B and B2C commercial agreements for purposes including but not limited to sales, supply,
agency, distribution, franchising, commercial lease, data privacy as well as general terms and conditions
Assist in representation in litigation proceedings, international arbitration proceedings and enforcement proceedings
regarding court orders and arbitration awards
Perform any ad-hoc duties as assigned

Skills and Attributes










Solicitor qualified in Hong Kong, or in commonwealth jurisdictions with demonstrated sound knowledge of Hong Kong law
At least 1 year’s post-qualification experience
Excellent command of written and spoken English and Chinese/Mandarin
Meticulous in legal drafting with a commercial, client-focussed style
Excellent legal, communication and organisational skills
Work co-operatively in a team and willing to share information and knowledge
Maintain a controlled, objective and flexible working approach under pressure
Provide professional and quality service in a timely manner, and respond proactively and effectively to requests from clients
Commercially astute and stay current on key legal and business news

Perks and benefits include attractive remuneration, ample annual leave, medical insurance, flexible working hours and unlimited
coffee. Interested parties please send cover letter, curriculum vitae, expected salary and date of availability to Janice Chew
(janice.chew@jcco-hk.com) and Lesley Cheung (lesley.cheung@jcco-hk.com).
Only successful applicants will be contacted. Applicants not invited for an interview within two months may consider their application
unsuccessful. The information provided will be treated in strict confidence and used for recruitment purposes only.

